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Overview
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To ensure a successful mediation experience for your client, it is important to spend the time
and effort to fully and adequately prepare in advance. Proper preparation includes spending
time with your client reviewing the facts and legal issues, including your claims, defenses
strengths and weaknesses, as well as those anticipated by the other side. Analyzing the
motivations and impediments to a negotiated resolution, and, analyzing your risks through
“BATNA” - Best Alternative to a Negotiated Agreement, will allow you and your client to
properly evaluate and respond to offers made during the mediation. Further, ensuring that
the right individuals will participate in the mediation, or be readily available for questions, is
critical. Finally, to the extent that you need to consider tax implications of any settlement,
this should be done in advance.

This program will explore the top ten items each advocate should consider and address prior
to the mediation to best prepare and succeed.



• Interview

• Substantive Experience

• Mediation Experience

• Mediator’s Style, Approach, View of Process

• Ask colleagues

• Ask for and check references

1. Pick the Appropriate

Mediator for the Case
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Consider the following:

• Who has knowledge?

• Who has the authority to settle?

• Who can present the best face for your case?

• Is it more than one individual?

• Do you need the ability to speak to others who may not 

have to be physically present?

2.  Determining Who The Right Participants/Attendees 

Are For The Mediation

(And Who Needs To Be On the Phone or Available)
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3.  Understand The Facts Of Your Case 

(Both Good And Bad)

 It is important to know your facts

 Understand good and bad facts

 How would you prove or disprove facts in court?

 Review with client and other parties in interest

 Analyze from your perspective and the other side’s
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4.  Understand The Strengths and Weaknesses

 Understand the operative law or statutes and how that 
impacts your case

 How do your facts work under the operative law?

 Would your claims survive motion practice?

 Consider motivations and impediments to settlement

 Analyze from your perspective and the other side’s 
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5.  Prepare A Risk Analysis

 What happens if you don’t resolve?

 What are the risks if you don’t settle?

 What is the cost of litigation- time, money, emotional toll and business 
distraction?

 Consider BATNA- Best Alternative to a Negotiated Agreement

 Consider WATNA- Worst Alternative to a Negotiated Agreement

 Consider LATNA- Likely Alternative to a Negotiated Agreement
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6.  Are There Tax Consequences 

To Settlement?

 Review options with accountant

 Determine how any concerns can or should be 
mitigated so you can evaluate how to couch offers
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7.  What Should Go In The 

Pre-Mediation Statement ?

 Settlement Focused

 How do you address your strengths without sounding 
like you are arguing to a court?

 How do you address your weaknesses? Or should you?
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8.  Do You Want To Submit A Confidential Pre-Mediation 

Statement Outlining Your Weaknesses, Or Cluing In The 

Mediator?

 Are there things you need to tell the mediator?

 Key information so they can work the process properly

 Share triggers the mediator should be aware of 

 Share prior settlement offers

 Motivations/Impediments

 Prior Negotiations / Procedural History / Value of the Case
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9.  Prepare The Client

 Explain the process — review confidentiality, breaks, 
joint session, caucus

 Will this be a remote/ virtual mediation?

 Engage in practice session to test the technology

 Be sure you have a line of communication separate 
from the virtual process to speak to client
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10.  Virtual Mediation

 Review with mediator their protocols

 Discuss confidentiality

 Joint Session – pros/cons

 How are documents going to be shared during the 
process?

 Term Sheet/Settlement Agreement
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MORITT HOCK & HAMROFF LLP
Strength In Partnership

Offices: Long Island & New York City ● www.moritthock.com

LESLIE A. BERKOFF
Practice Areas - Dispute Resolution / Bankruptcy & Creditors’ Rights / Litigation

• Leslie A. Berkoff is a Partner with the firm where she serves as Chair of the firm’s Dispute Resolution Practice Group. A skilled mediator having

handled mediations in bankruptcy courts for all phases of bankruptcy-related litigation, as well as, commercial mediations in the state and federal

courts and arbitration as a panel arbitrator through the American Arbitration Association. Ms. Berkoff is the past Chair of the firm's Creditors'

Rights and Restructuring Department and is also involved in all aspects of creditors' rights and insolvency matters, as well as, bankruptcy cases

nationwide and related litigation, including creditor, debtor, committee, and trustee representation, as well as corporate liquidations,

reorganizations and out-of-court restructurings and assignments for benefits of creditors. Various concentrations including equipment and asset

based lending and healthcare industries.

• Prior to joining Moritt Hock & Hamroff LLP, Ms. Berkoff served as a law clerk to the Honorable Jerome Feller, United States Bankruptcy Judge

in the Eastern District of New York, from 1991 to 1993 and to the Honorable Allyne R. Ross, Federal Magistrate Judge in the Eastern District of

New York, from 1990 to 1991.

• Ms. Berkoff speaks and publishes extensively and is a recognized leader in her field.

Education - Hofstra University School of Law, J.D. 1990

Editor in Chief, Hofstra Labor Law Journal

State University of Albany, B.A. 1987 cum laude

Admissions - Ms. Berkoff is admitted to practice in New York and Connecticut.
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ELIZABETH J. SHAMPNOI

Elizabeth J. Shampnoi is President of Shampnoi Dispute Resolution and Management Services, Inc.

and serves as a mediator, arbitrator, consulting expert and trainer. With 20 years of experience in the

field of alternative dispute resolution (ADR), Ms. Shampnoi works with in-counsel, law firms, and

executives providing strategic advice to develop and implement strategies to avoid and resolve

disputes quickly and efficiently while achieving successful outcomes. Ms. Shampnoi regularly serves

as a mediator and arbitrator in commercial and employment disputes and has successfully mediated

and arbitrated over 200 disputes. She also provides trainings for companies concerning best practices

in all areas of ADR. Ms. Shampnoi’s dedication and focus in the area of ADR began early in her

career when she served as the District Vice President of the New York region of the American

Arbitration Association (AAA). Following her tenure at the AAA, Ms. Shampnoi served as a litigator

and in-house counsel. Ms. Shampnoi is based in New York City and can be reached at (914) 522-0174

or elizabeth@shampnoiadr.com.
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